Fall 2022

Award-winning books for children
that promote learning through play
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Can Caravan
Written by Richard O'Neill, illustrated by Cindy Kang
When Janie’s neighbor, Mrs. Tolen, goes into the hospital
with a broken hip, it looks as though she will have to move
out of her old caravan and into a house. Janie is desperate to
help, but all seems lost until her school visits a local recycling plant. All it takes from there is imagination, a supportive community, and lots and lots of hard work to transform
Mrs Tolen’s old caravan into a safe and secure new home!
The latest picture book by renowned Romani storyteller
Richard O’Neill celebrates the traditional Traveller virtues of
resilience, adaptability, loyalty and independence.
Features:
• Introduces children to other cultures and lifestyles.
• Teaches about the importance of community and helping others.
• The story shows one of the many benefits of recycling, while a spread in the back of the book teaches
recycling facts.
• The Gypsy, Roma and Traveller communities, the largest ethnic minority in Europe, are rarely reflected in
the classroom, and almost never in picture books. The Traveller’s Tales series aims to cultivate a better
understanding of the values of these communities and challenge stereotypes.

9781786286154
Soft cover 32 pages 10 1/2” x 9 ¾” 4-9 years
$9.99 US $12.99 Can
August 1, 2022
...Kang’s inviting artwork warmly
depicts the diverse community . . . O’Neill
folds in plenty of STEAM content, such as
engineering, drawing, and inventing . . . the plot
surrounding recycling, resourcefulness, and calling
on community to pitch in on a worthwhile
project will resonate . . .
– Booklist
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Look, Touch, Learn
Written and illustrated by Charlotte Archer
Very young babies see the world differently, and that’s why we have developed
these unique books, using the latest scientific research in infant perception.
With a specially selected palette, tactile elements, and moving parts, every
feature of these books will stimulate your child’s endless curiosity and creativity.
It’s as simple as Look, Touch, Learn!
Benefits:
• These colorful and engaging books can stand by themselves - perfect for
tummy time sessions! Relax side-by-side and point out the illustrations or lie
on the other side and peek over the book.

Sea
9781786286277

• This series was developed in consultation with infant psychologists to ensure
that the best designs and colors are chosen for optimal visual perception for
babies from 0 - 6 months.
• They’re a great screen-free way to bond with a baby and they can be used on
any flat surface, inside or outside.

Board book 12 pages 8” x 8” 0-6 months
$17.99 US $19.99 Can
September, 2022

Sky
9781786286260
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Valentine’s
Guest House
Written and illustrated by Sam Sharland
When a tiger comes to stay at Valentine's guest house, the
human visitors all check out in a rush. Luckily, the hotel soon
starts to fill again - but with a very different collection of residents,
all with new and differing needs. Elsie and Valentine make lots
of changes to accommodate the new guests, and a very popular,
accessible and unusual guest house results!
A beautiful debut picture book about diversity, inclusivity and
empowerment.
Features:
• Empathy: adults and children can discuss the feelings of the characters. How does the tiger feel after
the other guests leave?
• Social skills: the characters adapt the building to make it more accessible to their guests.
• Role play: readers can use the book as inspiration for a hotel managing role play. Recreate props from
the book and talk about processes like booking a room and checking in.

9781786285638
Hard cover 32 pages 10 1/2” x 9 ¾” 3-7 years
$19.99 US $20.99 Can
9781786285621
Soft cover 32 pages 10 1/2” x 9 ¾” 3-7 years
$9.99 US $12.99 Can
August 1, 2022

‘Employing a painterly aesthetic,
Sharland fully imagines the changes that
come of Valentine’s welcome, making for an
animal-focused portrait of interspecies harmony’

– Publishers Weekly
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Cat’s Seasons
Written and illustrated by Airlie Anderson
Follow Cat and her kittens as they experience the different
seasons, absorbing all that they bring.
In this sequel to the beloved "Cat's Colors", Cat and her
family take in the seasons (and borrow some of their rich
colors, too!) A charming introduction to the beauty of
natural cycles.
Features:
• A long awaited follow up from the author/illustrator of
'Cat’s Colors’!
• This picture book's soothing tone makes it a perfect story for bedtime, as Cat's gentle
and engaging journey has a calming influence.
• Primarily a book about seasons, it also raises children's awareness of the environment
and the tranquility that it offers.
• Hardcover edition is beautifully presented in a dust jacket; perfect for gift giving.

9781786286246
Hard cover 32 pages 11 1/4” x 8 ¾” 3-7 years
$19.99 US $20.99 Can
9781786286239
Soft cover 32 pages 11 1/4” x 8 ¾” 3-7 years
$9.99 US $12.99 Can

Cat is back and enjoying the
different seasons alongside a host
of roly-poly kittens. The art reminds
me a bit of Anna Alter’s. Quiet,
cute, and simple.
– Betsy Bird

October 1, 2022
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Now You See It!
Illustrated by Sarah Dellow
Early readers will love discovering the animals
hidden in these books. Just turn each page to
make the vibrant patterns come to life! Perfect
for developing early perception skills, stimulating
the imagination - and simply having fun!
Benefits:
•These books use high contrast patterns and
clever die-cut holes to reveal the illustrations!
A great way to introduce toddlers to shapes,
patterns and silhouettes.

Now you See It!
Meadow
9781786285874

Now you See It!
Ocean
9781786285867

Now you See It!
Rainforest
9781786285843

Now you See It!
River
9781786285850

• Learn the names of many different animals
and insects!
• Inspire a love of the natural world from an
early age.

Board book 16 pages 7” x 7” 1-3 years
$8.99 US $10.99 Can
August 1, 2022
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Rosa’s Workshop 2

Part 1

Written and Illustrated by Jessica Spanyol
Rosa and friends return! This series shows children
how to carry out basic experiments, predict results
and assess outcomes. The comments made by the
characters inspire conversations and observational
exercises. Rich in specialized vocabulary, these
books encourage budding scientists to record their
findings and include examples of purposeful writing.
Many of the scenes could be used as a basis
for activities that improve fine motor skills. The
characters recognize when their ideas don't work;
they model a growth mindset by laughing off their
mistakes and learning from them. The books also
provide examples of critical thinking and tool-use.

Rosa Explores Life Cycles
9781786286307

Rosa Explores the
Water Cycle
9781786286291

Part 2

Benefits:
•A follow up to the immensely popular “Rosa’s
Workshop” series, from the creator of "All About
Rosa", "Clive's Jobs" and "All About Clive"!
•The four books celebrate diversity and challenge
gender stereotypes, showing that all children can
have a passion for science, technology, engineering and math.

Hard cover 20 pages 8” x 8” 3-7 years
$8.99 US $10.99 Can

Rosa's Big Bird Feeder
Experiment
9781786286314

Rosa's Big Shadow
Puppet Experiment
9781786286321

October 1, 2022
Rosa and her friends not only
enjoy the rain, but they also study it! Simple
experiments and childlike illustrations invite readers
(and their grownups) to do the same as do others in
the series (such as Rosa Explores Life Cycles)
– Reading Rockets

See Rosa's Workshop Series 1 on page 22
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Baby Rhyme Time (Spanish/English)

Illustrated by Annie Kubler, Sarah Dellow

Now in re-illustrated bilingual editions! This award-winning series has been specifically designed for babies. A great
introduction to books through well-known nursery rhymes and interactive text. Singing songs and rhymes is the perfect
way to bond with your baby and share quality time. It also aids language development by introducing them to the natural
sounds and patterns of speech. Combining these with actions also stimulates the brain and helps muscle development.
Translated by Yanitzia Canetti. Board Book 12 pages 6” x 6” 1-24 months $5.99 US $6.99 Can August 1, 2022

Cabeza, hombros, rodillas ¡Si eres feliz y lo sabes!/
y deditos de los pies/
If You’re Happy and You
Head, Shoulders,
Know It!
9781786286475
Knees and Toes
9781786286499

Cinco patitos/Five Little
Ducks
9781786286505

Enzo and Friends (Spanish/English)

¡Haz un panqueque!/
Pop a Little Pancake!
9781786286482

Written and Illustrated by Jessica Spanyol

Meet Enzo – and his imagination! This series of bilingual board books celebrates diversity and challenges gender stereotypes.
Helped by his good friends, Enzo pretends to be a nurse, a librarian, a teacher, and also uses his imagination to practice his art.
The role-play of this diverse group is detailed, humorous, caring and thoughtful, and all readers will want to copy, share, and
talk about what they see. Translated by Yanitzia Canetti.

Board Book 14 pages 6” x 6” 1-3 years $5.99 US $6.99 Can September 1, 2022

Enzo es un bibliotecario/
Enzo is a Librarian
9781786286727
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Enzo es un enfermero/
Enzo is a Nurse
9781786286734

Enzo es un maestro/
Enzo is a Teacher
9781786286741

Enzo y su arte/
Enzo and his Art
9781786286758

Baby Rhyme Time
Haitian Creole / English
Illustrated by Annie Kubler & Sarah Dellow
Now in Haitian Creole bilingual editions! This
award-winning series has been specifically
designed for babies. A great introduction to
books through well-known nursery rhymes and
interactive text. Singing songs and rhymes is the
perfect way to bond with your baby and share
quality time. It also aids language development
by introducing them to the natural sounds and
patterns of speech. Combining these with actions
also stimulates the brain and helps muscle
development.

Tèt, zepòl, jenou, zòtèy/
Head, Shoulders, Knees
and Toes
9781786286987

Si kè ou kontan epi ou
konn sa!/If You’re
Happy and You Know It!
9781786286970

Ti kochon sa a/This
Little Piggy
9781786286956

Dis ti dwèt piti/Ten
Little Fingers
9781786286963

Benefits:
• Refreshed and reimagined artwork brightens
up some of our most popular titles in our Baby
Board Book series!
• Diverse and inclusive illustrations positively
portray a wide range of children.
• Repetition of rhymes, songs and stories is good
for brain development, and helps babies to
learn how language works, and aids in building
memory

Board book 12 pages 6” x 6”
0-2 years
$5.99 US $6.99 Can
May 1, 2022
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Child's Play Library - Value
$6.99 US $8.99 Can

November 1, 2021

Quiet!

Kate Alizadeh

9781786284198

Little Home Bird

32 pages 8” x 8”
2-7 years
		

Jo Empson

9781786284167
36 pages 8” x 8”
3-8 years
		
Bank Street
Best Books
for Babies
2017

No!

Marta Altes

9781846439087

Rainforest

32 pages 8.65” x 8”
3-8 years

Julia Groves

9781786284204
36 pages 9” x 7”
3-7 years

Harold Finds
a Voice
Courtney Dicmas

9781846439100
32 pages 8” x 8”
3-8 years
		

My Tail’s Not Tired!

Written by Jana Novotny Hunter
Illustrated by Paula Bowles

9781786286420
32 pages 8” x 8”
3-7 years

The Very
Long Sleep
Polly Noakes

Starred Review

9781786285966

Crayon-like textures and solid,
animated forms with clear facial
expressions capture a readable, gradual
change in Bea’s growing appreciation
for something new.
– School Library Journal

32 pages 8.65” x 8”
3-7 years

Best Friends,
Busy Friends

Writer: Susan Rollings
Illus: Nichola Cowdery

9781786286352

32 pages 8” x 8”
3-6 years
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Bea by the Sea
Jo Byatt

9781786286338

32 pages 8” x 8”
3-7 years

SPANISH BILINGUAL

Baby Rhyme Time CD & Book Sets
(Spanish/English) Illustrated by Annie Kubler, Sarah Dellow
This award-winning series has been specifically designed for babies and made even better by the inclusion of a CD!
A great introduction to books through well-known nursery rhymes and interactive text. Singing songs and rhymes is the
perfect way to bond with your baby and share quality time. It also aids language development by introducing them to
the natural sounds and patterns of speech. Combining these with actions also stimulates the brain and helps muscle
development. Translated by Yanitzia Canetti. September 1, 2022

Multiple Copy Pack Board Book 12 pages each; 48 pages total 6” x 6” $24.99 US $29.99 Can

CD & Book Set 1

9781786287359

CD & Book Set 2

9781786287366

CD & Book Set 3

9781786287373
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SPANISH BILINGUAL

Baby Rhyme Time (Spanish/English)
Illustrated by Annie Kubler, Sarah Dellow

This charming series has been specifically designed for babies. A great introduction to books through wellknown nursery rhymes and interactive text. Singing songs and rhymes is the perfect way to bond with your
baby and share quality time. It also aids language development by introducing them to the natural sounds and
patterns of speech. Combining these with actions also stimulates the brain and helps muscle development.

Board Book 12 pages 6” x 6” 1-24 months $5.99 US $6.99 Can

Ay, tirirín/
Hey Diddle Diddle
9781786285713

Brrrum, brrrum, brrrum!/ Diez deditos/
Ten Little Fingers
Zoom, Zoom, Zoom!
9781786285737
9781786285782

Haz un pastel/
Pat A Cake
9781786285720

Este cerdito/
This Little Piggy
9781786285744

A la rueda rueda en el
jardín/Round and Round
the Garden
9781786285751

Conejitos dormilones/
Sleeping Bunnies
9781786285768

Las ruedas del autobús/
Wheels on the Bus
9781786285775

Primera Vez/First Time
Now in a Spanish / English bilingual edition!
Illustrated by Jess Stockham / Jan Lewis
Translated by Yanitzia Canetti.
There’s a FIRST TIME for everything!
Young children’s lives are full of new experiences and these
books help make these enjoyable and rewarding – and less
scary! The simple conversational text and lively illustrations
are carefully designed to encourage further dialogue between
reader and child.

Dentista/Dentist
9781786286673

Card Format 24 pages 8” x 8” 3-6 years $6.99 US $8.99 Can
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Escuela/School
9781786286413

SPANISH BILINGUAL

El Taller De Rosa/Rosa's Workshop

Written and illustrated by Jessica Spanyol
¡Rosa y sus amigos regresan por más diversión, haciendo experimentos básicos que involucran ciencia, tecnología,
ingeniería y habilidades numéricas! Rosa and her friends return for more fun, conducting basic experiments involving
science, technology, engineering and number skills!

Soft cover 20 pages 8" x 8” 3-7 years $7.99 US $9.99 Can

Rosa y el experimento
de la gran pizza/Rosa's
Big Pizza Experiment
9781786286376

Rosa y el experimento
del gran barco/Rosa’s
Big Boat Experiment
9781786286390

Rosa y el experimento
del gran girasol/Rosa’s
Big Sunflower Experiment
9781786286383

Rosa y el experimento
del gran puente/Rosa’s
Big Bridge Experiment
9781786286406

Todo sobre Rosa /All About Rosa
Written and Illustrated by Jessica Spanyol, Translated by Yanitzia Canetti

Our popular Rosa series, now in an English / Spanish bilingual edition! Meet Rosa and her friends, and let’s find out
which toys they are playing with today! These four books demonstrate the importance of role-play during a child’s
development. An important series that celebrates inclusivity, promotes gender equality and embraces the uniqueness
of every child.

Hard cover 14 pages 6" x 6” 1-3 years $5.99 US $6.99 Can

Rosa loves Cars /
A Rosa le encantan los
carros
9781786284921

Rosa loves Dinosaurs /
A Rosa le encantan los
dinosaurios
9781786284938

Rosa plays Ball /
A Rosa le encanta jugar
a la pelota
9781786284945

Rosa Rides her Scooter /
A Rosa le encanta montar
en su patineta
9781786284952
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SPANISH BILINGUAL

Translated by Teresa Mlawer.

Just Like Me!/¡Igual que yo! English/Spanish Bilingual Illustrated by Ailie Busby

Let’s learn about ourselves! What do we look like? What do we like to eat and do? How do we feel? A charming series of
lift-the-flap board books designed specifically for younger children. Babies will love lifting the flaps on these delightful board
books to find out how they are just like many different animals!
Board Book with Flaps 12 pages 7” x 7” 0-2 years $7.99 US $9.99 Can

Eating Well! /¡Comer bien!
9781786284488

Looking Good! /¡Lucir bien!
9781786284501

Feeling Great! /¡Sentirse bien! On The Go! /¡A moverse!
9781786284518
9781786284495

WILD!/¡Fascinantes! Concepts Written and illustrated by Courtney Dicmas

Courtney Dicmas introduces babies to basic concepts with her award-winning charm and humor. In Opposites,
interactions between animals with drastically different characteristics provides plenty of opportunities to discuss
and make comparisons. Colors takes an original approach to the topic by representing popular colors through ocean
creatures. Shapes cleverly demonstrates the way that different shapes appear in nature, through the outlines of animals,
or through the negative space between them and their family members. How many birds can roost on a wire? Find out
in the final book in the series: Numbers! Board book 14 pages 6” x 6” 1 - 3 years $5.99 US $6.99 Can

Wild! Colors/
¡Fascinantes! Colores
9781786283931

Wild! Opposites/
¡Fascinantes! Opuestos
9781786283948

Wild! Shapes/
¡Fascinantes! Formas
9781786283962

Wild! Numbers/
¡Fascinantes! Numeros
9781786283955

Pequeños motores/Little Movers Written and illustrated by Carol Thompson

Run, climb, crawl or jump - everybody loves to move! Fast or slow, up or down, alone or with our friends! Carol Thompson’s
exquisite illustrations allow us to share the struggles, achievements and sheer delight of children exploring early movement.
LITTLE MOVERS are perfect for building confidence and gaining control. Ready? One, two, three... October 2020
Board Book 12 pages 6” x 6” 1-24 months $5.99 US $6.99 Can

Climb!/¡Trepa!
9781786284877
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Crawl!/¡Gatea!
9781786284884

Jump!/¡Salta!
9781786284907

Run!/¡Corre!
9781786284891

SPANISH BILINGUAL
Child's Play Library – Value
$6.99 US $8.99 Can

Mejores amigos, contigo
y conmigo/Best Friends,
Busy Friends
Writer: Susan Rollings
Illustrator: Nichola Cowdery
Translation: Yanitzia Canetti

Bea en el Mar/
Bea by the Sea
Jo Byatt

9781786286345
32 pages 8” x 8”
3-7 years

9781786286369

32 pages 8” x 8” 3-6 years
		

¡Mi Colita No Esta Cansada!/
My Tail’s Not Tired!
Written by Jana Novotny Hunter, Illustrated by Paula Bowles
Now in Spanish/English bilingual edition! How can any little monster possibly go to bed
when their tail isn’t even tired? And when their knees still have plenty of bounce in them?
And when their arms still want to fly like a jet plane? Bedtime is surely a long way off!
Luckily, Big Monster has a strategy to outwit Little Monster, with the inevitable result!

9781846439865 Soft cover 32 pages 8” x 8” 3-7 years

¡Cucú! en el mar/
Peekaboo! In the Ocean!
Written and Illustrated by Cocoretto, Translated by Yanitzia Canetti
One of our best-selling titles from the Peekaboo series, now in a Spanish–English bilingual
edition! Peekaboo! Who’s hiding in the ocean? Lift the flap to find out! Perfect for
guessing, prediction and memory skills – and simply joining in! April 1, 2021

9781786285539

Board Book 12 pages 5 ¾” x 5 ¾” 0-3 years $7.99 US $9.99 CAN

Nieve en la Jungla / Snow in the Jungle
Written and Illustrated by Ariane Hofmann-Maniyar
Translated by Yanitzia Canetti
When Snow’s mother tells her that they’re going to move to an exciting new
place, Snow isn’t so sure. She likes her home and her friends, and the fun they
have together. The journey takes forever, and their new home is very strange.
Everything is different – the weather, the food, the people and the language.
Snow tries to make friends, but everyone seems too busy and preoccupied
to care. Will anything happen to help Snow feel more at home?
A charming picture book about the anxieties and hardships of moving, with a heart-warming, positive ending.
Ariane’s use of vibrant colors and bold outlines make all her characters memorable and loveable!

9781786285157

Soft cover 32 pages 8” x 8” 3-8 years $6.99 US $12.99 Can
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SPANISH TITLES

All titles translated by Teresa Mlawer.

El viejo Macdonald tenía una granja

Illustrated by Pam Adams
A Spanish language edition of the popular book “Old Macdonald had a Farm”.
9781846439674 Board book 16 pgs 6 ¼” x 6 ¼” 2-6 years
$5.99 US $6.99 Can
9781846439643 Soft cover 16 pgs 8”x 8” 2-6 years
$5.99 US $6.99 Can
9781786284006 Soft cover w/audio CD 16 pages 8” x 8” 3 - 6 years $6.99 US $8.99 Can

Había una vez una viejecita que una mosca se tragó.

Illustrated by Pam Adams
A Spanish language edition of the popular book ‘There was an Old Lady who
swallowed a fly’. Forty years after its first publication this much-loved Child’s Play
classic is as popular as ever.
9781786281654
9781846439384
9781846439377
9781786284013

Big book 16 pages 17 ”x 17 ” 2-6 years
$19.99 US $24.99 Can
Board book 16 pages 6 ¼” x 6 ¼” 2-6 years
$5.99 US $6.99 Can
Soft cover 16 pages 8”x 8” 2-6 years
$5.99 US $6.99 Can
Soft cover w/audio CD 16 pages 8” x 8” 3 - 6 years $6.99 US $8.99 Can

Las ruedas del autobús giran y giran

Illustrated by Annie Kubler
A Spanish language edition of the popular book ‘The Wheels on The Bus Go Round
and Round’. Everyone’s getting on the bus but where are they going?
9781786281661 Big book 16 pages 17”x 17” 2-6 years
$19.99 US $24.99 Can
		9781846439650 Soft cover 16 pages 8”x 8” 2-6 years
$5.99 US $6.99 Can
9781786283993 Soft cover w/audio CD 16 pages 8” x 8” 3 - 6 years $6.99 US $8.99 Can

Whatever the Weather

Written and illustrated by Carol Thompson
Now in a Spanish edition! Let’s play out in the weather! Play in the sun, run through the rain, feel
the wind in your hair and catch a snowflake on your nose! There’s a wealth of sights, sounds,
smells and textures to discover and enjoy!
9781846439803 Sol (Sun)
9781846439780 Nieve (Snow)
9781846439773 Viento (Wind) 9781846439797 Lluvia (Rain)
Board book 12 pages 8”x 8” 2-5 years $6.99 US $7.99 Can
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BILINGUAL TITLES

All titles translated by Teresa Mlawer.

Wild!/¡Qué Locura!

Written and illustrated by Courtney Dicmas
Bedtimes can be wild, especially when animal babies are involved! Sometimes messy, often chaotic and always exhausting, they offer perfect bonding
opportunities – of a kind! Courtney’s wacky style and eye for detail perfectly illustrate the fun, laughter and love shared each day in family life.
9781846439056 Mealtime/A la hora de comer
9781846439049 Bedtime/A la hora de domir
9781846439032 Bathtime/A la hora de baño
9781846439063 Playtime/A la hora de jugar
Board books 14 pages 6”x 6” 1-3 years $5.99 US $6.99 Can

Seasons/Estaciones Illustrated by Ailie Busby
Each season has something special about it, and in these books we explore each one. What shall we wear, where shall we go
and what will we see? New sensations, noises and tastes; so much that is new! Follow the children as they spend time discovering
the joys of indoor and outdoor play. Creative and inventive, interesting and funny, you will find lots of things to inspire you.
9781786283030 Spring/Primavera
9781786283047 Summer/Verano
9781786283054 Fall/Otoño
9781786283061 Winter/Invierno
12 pages 6”x 6” 0-3 years $5.99 US $6.99 Can

Amazing Me!/¡Soy Sorprendente! By Carol Thompson

What can we find in the dressing-up box? Can you wiggle your toes to the music? How loudly can you sing? Let’s dance! Enjoy the antics
of this inclusive and diverse group of friends, as they celebrate the natural and boundless creativity to be found in every child.
9781786282996 Dance!/¡Bailo! 9781786283016 Dressing Up!/¡Me disfrazo!
Board books 12 pages 6”x 6” 3-6 years $5.99 US $6.99 Can

9781786283023 Music!/¡Toco Música!

9781786283009 Sing!/¡Canto!

Bank Street
Best Books
for Babies
2019

New Baby/Nueva Baby By Rachel Fuller
This series of four board books deals with the anticipation of waiting for the new baby, the excitement of the
arrival itself, and the beginnings of the special relationship between siblings. The simple conversational text and
lively illustrations are carefully designed to encourage further dialogue between reader and child.
9781786281500 Esperando al bebé/Waiting for Baby
9781786281517 Mi Nuevo Bebé/My New Baby
9781786281524 ¡Mírame!/Look At Me!
9781786281531 Tú y Yo/You and Me

Board books 12 pages 8 1/4” x 8 1/4” 0-3 years $5.99 US $6.99 Can
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BILINGUAL TITLES

All titles translated by Teresa Mlawer.

Small Senses/Sentidos pequeños

Illustrated by Annie Kubler
Brilliant board books for toddlers based around the senses. Exploring the concept of touch, taste, smell,
hearing and sight, these titles feature familiar scenes and fun words to encourage lively chatter.
9781846437212 What Do I Feel?/¿Qué siento?
9781846437229 What Do I Taste?/¿Qué saboreo?
9781846437236 What Do I Smell?/¿Qué huelo?
9781846437243 What Do I Hear?/¿Qué oigo?
9781846437250 What Do I See?/¿Qué veo?

12 pages 6” x 6” 0-24 months $5.99 US $6.99 Can

Helping Hands/ Manos Amigas Illustrated by Georgie Birkett
Children love to imitate adult behavior. Helping with real tasks is a natural progression from pretend play, and is a
crucial stage in development. Achieving a shared goal encourages a sense of responsibility. Encourage your child to
help out and develop new skills as they share in the fun of more grown up activities. Simple conversational text and
lively illustrations are carefully designed to initiate dialog between reader and child.
9781846435690 Clean It!/¡A limpiar!
9781846435706 Grow It!/¡A sembrar!
9781846435683 Cook It!/¡A cocinar!
9781846435713 Fix it!/¡A reparar!
24 pages 8 1/4” x 8 1/4” 2-5 years $5.99 US $6.99 Can
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Birkett’s bright, line
and color illustrations focus on
the child and her contributions,
evoking Aliki in line and mood.
[The narration’s] rapid fire
enthusiasm is appealing.
– Kirkus Reviews

MAKING TRACKS

Making Tracks - Series 1

Illustrated by Cocoretto
Run little fingers along these chunky, die-cut shapes and guess what created the tracks! Lift the flap to find out
if you are right! Develop observation and prediction skills by exploring tracks that can be found in a variety of
settings. Did a camel leave this trail? Or a bicycle? A rewarding and tactile experience, full of surprises.

Board book 12 pages 7” x 7” 0-3 years $12.99 US $15.99 Can

Park
9781786282934

Snow
9781786282941

Beach
9781786282958

Farm
9781786282965

Making Tracks – Series 2
Illustrated by Abi Hall

Board Book 12 pages 7” x 7” 0-3 years $12.99 US $15.99 Can

City
9781786284143

Desert
9781786284129

Jungle
9781786284136

Mountain
9781786284150
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SONGS AND RHYMES
Singing songs and rhymes is the perfect way to bond with your baby and share quality time. It also aids language
development by introducing them to the natural sounds and patterns of speech. Combining these with actions also
stimulates the brain and helps muscle development and coordination.

Baby Rhyme Time

Illustrated by Annie Kubler & Sarah Dellow

This award-winning series has been specifically designed for babies. A great introduction to books through well-known
nursery rhymes and interactive text. Singing songs and rhymes is the perfect way to bond with your baby and share
quality time. It also aids language development by introducing them to the natural sounds and patterns of speech.
Combining these with actions also stimulates the brain and helps muscle development.
Board Book 12 pages 8” x 8” 0-2 years $5.99 US $6.99 Can

2020
Carnegie Library
of Pittsburgh

Five Little Ducks
9781786285829

Head, Shoulders,
Knees and Toes
9781786285799

If You're Happy and
You Know It
9781786285805

Pop a Little Pancake
9781786285812

This Little Piggy
9781786284051

Hey Diddle Diddle
9781786284082

Pat-a-Cake
9781786284075

Ten Little Fingers
9781786284068

Round and Round
the Garden
9781786281975
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2020
Carnegie Library
of Pittsburgh

Sleeping Bunnies
9781786281982

2020
Carnegie Library
of Pittsburgh

2020
Carnegie Library
of Pittsburgh

The Wheels on the Bus
9781786281968

Zoom, Zoom, Zoom!
9781786281999

Rosa’s Workshop

Written and illustrated by Jessica Spanyol
Rosa and her friends return! A simple story in each
book shows this diverse group of children making
exciting discoveries about their world. Ideal for
STEM enrichment.
Benefits:
• A new series from the creator of “All About
Rosa”, “Clive’s Jobs” and “All About Clive”!
• The four books celebrate diversity and challenge
gender stereotypes, showing that all children can
have a passion for science, technology, engineering
and math.

Rosa’s Big Pizza
Experiment
9781786283610

Rosa’s Big Bridge
Experiment
9781786283627

Rosa’s Big Boat
Experiment
9781786283634

Rosa’s Big Sunflower
Experiment
9781786283641

• Encourages children to carry out basic experiments, predict results and assess outcomes.

Hard cover 20 pages 8 x 8”
1-3 years $8.99 US $10.99 Can
Sept. 10, 2021

Nursery Time Illustrated by Ailie Busby
This fantastic collection of nursery rhymes, songs and games is the perfect playmate for you and your toddler. These
well-loved verses, both traditional and modern, include finger and toe fun, movement, hiding and guessing activities.
Printed on durable board and filled with delightful toddlers, these books are bound to become a much-loved addition
to every nursery bookcase. June 2020
Board Book 26 pages 8” x 8” 0-2 years $12.99 US $14.99 Can

Bank Street
Best Books
for Babies
2020

Bank Street
Best Books
for Babies
2020

2020
Carnegie Library
of Pittsburgh

Pat-A-Cake! - First Book
of Nursery Rhymes
9781786284112

Row, Row, Row Your Boat First Book of Nursery Songs
9781786286536

2020
Carnegie Library
of Pittsburgh

Five Little Ducks - First
Book of Nursery Games
9781786284105
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Amelia Bloomer List

Recommended feminist literature
for birth through 18
Written and illustrated by Jessica Spanyol
Let’s find out which toys Rosa and her friends are playing with today! An important series that celebrates
inclusivity, promotes gender equality and embraces the uniqueness of every child.
Starred Review

All About Rosa

Board book 14 pages 8”x 8” 1-3 year $6.99 US $7.99 Can

Rosa’s favorite activities
buck gender stereotypes . . . An effervescent
celebration of play in the early years...
– Kirkus Reviews

September 2019

Rosa Loves Cars
9781786281258

Rosa Loves Dinosaurs
9781786281241

Rosa Plays Ball
9781786281265

Rosa Rides her Scooter
9781786281234

Clive's Jobs

Written and illustrated by Jessica Spanyol
This series of board books follows hard on the heel of the four ALL ABOUT CLIVE titles,
which were enthusiastically received for celebrating diversity and challenging gender stereotypes.

Board book, 14 pages, 8”x 8”, 1 - 3 years $6.99 US $7.99 Can

Clive is a Librarian
9781846439896

Clive is a Nurse
9781846439919

Clive is a Teacher
9781846439902

Bank Street
Best Books
for Babies
2017

September, 2017

Clive is a Waiter
9781846439926

All About Clive

Bank Street
Best Books
for Babies
2017

Written and illustrated by Jessica Spanyol
Meet Clive – and his imagination! Clive enjoys doing all sorts of activities; trying on accessories from his collection
of hats and bags, playing with his dolls, and making art. These four books demonstrate the importance of role-play
during a child’s development. A gentle series which celebrates diversity and challenges gender stereotypes..

Board book, 14 pages, 8”x 8”, 1 - 3 years $6.99 US $7.99 Can

Clive and his Hats
9781846438851
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Clive and his Art
9781846438837

Clive and his Babies
9781846438820

September, 2017

Clive and his Bags
9781846438844

SONGS AND RHYMES

Best
Books for
Babies
Beginning
with Books

Baby Gym Illustrated by Sanja Re˘˘
scek
Touch is a baby’s first language…
Designed to stimulate the senses, and based on research into the benefits
of baby exercise and massage, these books encourage interaction between
parent and baby. Featuring cuddling, exercise, movement and massage to
strengthen the baby/parent bond, helping to build a sense of security and
confidence. Whatever mood you want to create, be it calming or active,
these books will provide inspiration.
		
Board Books 		
Touch & Tickle
9781846431302
Bounce & Jiggle 9781846431319
Wiggle & Move 9781846431326
Calm & Soothe
9781846431333
12 pages 8 1/4" x 8 1/4" from birth $7.99 US $8.99 Can
Audio CD: CPCD122 $7.99 US $8.99 Can
...perfect for babies in every way...
wonderful additions to public library
collections needing more good examples of books
for the youngest patrons, and could also be used in
baby storytimes, with a librarian modeling how to
perform the rhymes.
– Sue McCleaf Nespeca, Early Literacy/
Children’s Literature Specialist

JUST LIKE ME

Just Like Me

Illustrated by Ailie Busby
Babies love lifting the flaps in these board books to find out all about themselves. Encouraging interaction and discussion,
they are designed to support the Personal, Social and Emotional Development aspects of the Early Years Foundation Stage.
9781786281920 Feeding Time!
9781786281951 Feeling Great!
9781786281944 Looking Good!
9781786281937 On the Go!
12 pages 7" x 7" 1-18 months $12.99 US $14.99 Can

BABY BOARD BOOKS

Small Senses

Illustrated by Annie Kubler
Brilliant board books for toddlers based around the senses. Exploring the concept of touch, taste, smell,
hearing and sight, these titles feature familiar scenes and fun words to encourage lively chatter.
9781846433740		 What can I Feel?
9781846433771		 What can I Hear?
9781846433757		 What can I Taste?
9781846433788		 What can I See?
9781846433764		 What can I Smell?
12 pages 6 1/2" x 6 1/2" 0-24 months $5.99 US $6.99 Can
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BABY BOARD BOOKS

Whatever the Weather! Carol Thompson
Let’s play outside! Rain, snow, sun, or wind – there’s a wealth of sights, sounds, smells, tastes and textures
to discover and enjoy! In this series of richly illustrated books, Carol Thompson celebrates the immediate
and sensory response of children to the natural world – whatever the weather!
9781846436802 Sun		
9781846436826 Wind
The publisher’s expertise in
9781846436819 Snow
9781846436833 Rain
developmentally appropriate
Board book 12 pages 8”x8” 2-5 years $7.99 US $8.99 Can

learning is apparent ... pictures
communicate the sensory delights
of the natural world.
– Kirkus Reviews

Science learning
begins early and connects
to the everyday events like the
weather ... full of action with
hats, hair, leaves and seeds
flying in the wind.
– Oppenheim Gold

Seasons Illustrated by Ailie Busby
Each season has something special about it, and in these books we explore each one. What shall we wear, where shall we go and what will
we see? New sensations, noises and tastes; so much that is new! Follow the children as they spend time discovering the joys of indoor and
outdoor play. Creative and inventive, interesting and funny, you will find lots of things to inspire you.
9781846437410 Spring
9781846437427 Summer
9781846437441 Fall
9781846437458 Winter
Board book 14 pages 8”x 8” 2-6 years $7.99 US $8.99 Can
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BABY BOARD BOOKS

Little Movers

Carol Thompson
9781846436147 One, two, three... Crawl!
9781846436154 One, two, three... Jump!
12 pages 8”x 8” 0-3 years $6.99 US $7.99 Can

Snug

Carol Thompson
9781846435140 Snug
22 pages 6”x 6” 0-2 years
$7.99 US $9.99 Can

Amazing Me!

9781846436161 One, two, three... Run!
9781846436178 One, two, three... Climb!

Rabbit Pie

Penny Ives
9781846435133 Rabbit Pie
22 pages 6”x 6” 0-3 years
$7.99 US $9.99 Ca

Mockingbird Song

Carol Thompson
9781846435744 Mockingbird Song
22 pages 6”x 6” 0-2 years
$7.99 US $9.99 Ca

By Carol Thompson

What can we find in the dressing-up box? Can you wiggle your toes to the music? How loudly can
you sing? Let’s dance! Enjoy the antics of this inclusive and diverse group of friends, as they celebrate
the natural and boundless creativity to be found in every child.
Board book 12 pages 8”x 8” 1-3 years $6.99 US $7.99 Can

Dance!
9781846439599

Dressing Up!
9781846439605

Music!
9781846439612

...celebrates the sheer
exhilaration of imagination during
toddlerhood. . . .begging to be read
aloud and always ending with an
enthusiastic “I’m amazing!”
– Kirkus Reviews

Sing!
9781846439629
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EARLY ACTIVITY BOOKS
Off to the Park!
Illustrated by Stephen Cheetham
Come with us to the park! Which way shall we go? What shall we do?
What will we find? A stunning interactive book for ALL children of all
ages, with a delightful surprise at the end. Conceived and designed in
association with Booktrust, and developed in consultation with children,
families and organizations working with blind and partially-sighted
children, Off to the Park is a unique project that seeks to include all
children in the reading experience. Containing tactile features, Braillestyle numbering, play elements, high-contrast images and a rhythmic
rhyming text, this book is designed to create as sensory and involved an
experience as possible out of a familiar and well-loved journey.
9781846435027
Board book, 12 pages, 81/4” x 81/4”, 0-5 years, $14.99

Ingenious
tactile features…
– Kirkus Reviews

Getting Ready
Illustrated by Cocoretto
It’s time to get up and get ready. There’s so much to
do! What shall we wear? What’s for breakfast? And
where will we go? Use all your senses to read this
interactive book, developed with help from children
and designed with every young reader in mind.
9781846438868
Board book, 12 pages, 8 ¼ x 8 ¼”, 0 - 5 years. $14.99

Off to the Beach!
Illustrated by Cocoretto
Come with us to the beach! Which way shall we go? What
shall we do? What will we find? Have fun using your
senses in this exciting and interactive visit to the beach! A
journey of discovery designed with every child in mind.
9781846439230
Board book, 12 pages, 8 ¼ x 8 ¼”, 0 - 5 years. $14.99
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BABY SIGNING BOARD BOOKS
By introducing babies to simple signs at an early age, we can enable them to communicate
their emotions and their needs. Please visit our website for more information.

My First Signs/My First Animal Signs
Illustrated by Annie Kubler/Anthony Lewis
These first signing guides for hearing and hearing-impaired children contain over
forty key signs. Designed for parents and caregivers to share with babies, with
their simple and clear instructions and endearing illustrations, My First Signs is an
ideal introduction to signing, while My First Animal Signs adds to the fun. A useful
tip is given at the bottom of each page to help beginners get started.
9781904550396 My First Signs
9781846430114 My First Animal Signs
12/14 pages, 101/2" x 101/2", 7-36 months, $8.99 US $10.99 Can

Sign About Illustrated by Anthony Lewis
These signing guides introduce signs for a variety of everyday activities,
from getting up in the morning to going to the park. Make signing a natural
part of your everyday communication.
9781846430299
Getting Ready
9781846430305
Meal Time
9781846430312
Play Time
9781846430329
Going Out
12 pages, 81/4" x 81/4", 1- 4 years, $6.99 US $7.99 Can

Hands-On Songs
Illustrated by Anthony Lewis
A child’s language development is strongly influenced by the close sharing of wellknown songs and rhymes, while actions and movement aid coordination. These
books encourage actions through mime and ASL signs.
9781846436260 Wheels on the Bus
9781846436291 Jack and Jill
9781846436277 Humpty Dumpty
9781846436307 Five Little Ducks
9781846436284 Old Macdonald
12 pages, 8” x 8”, 1-4 years, $6.99 US $7.99 Can

Sign and Sing-Along

Illustrated by Annie Kubler
Favorite nursery rhymes and songs with simple and clear signing
instructions. Even proficient speakers will long enjoy signing to a
favorite song or rhyme. Arrows depicting signing movement allow
anyone to join in.
9781904550402
Teddy Bear, Teddy Bear!
9781904550419
Baa Baa Black Sheep!
9781904550426
Twinkle, Twinkle, Little Star
9781904550433
Itsy Bitsy Spider
12 pages, 71/2" x 71/2, 7-36 months, $6.99 US $7.99 Can
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EARLY ACTIVITY BOOKS
Wild!

Written and illustrated by Courtney Dicmas

Courtney Dicmas introduces babies to basic concepts with her award winning charm and humor.
Board books 14 pages 8”x 8” 1-3 years $6.99 US $7.99 Can

Colors
9781846439964

Animal Wild!

Opposites
9781846439971

Shapes
9781846439940

Numbers
9781846439933

Written and illustrated by Courtney Dicmas

Bath times, bedtimes, mealtimes and playtimes can all be wild, especially when animal babies are involved!
Sometimes messy, often chaotic and always exhausting, they offer perfect bonding opportunities – of a kind!
Board books 14 pages 8”x 8” 1-3 years $6.99 US $7.99 Can

Mealtime
9781846436840
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Bathtime
9781846436864

Playtime
9781846436857

Bedtime
9781846436871

EARLY ACTIVITY BOOKS
Cocoretto
Bright, colorful, lift the flap titles. Simple, repetitive text and high-contrast illustrations are perfect for pre-readers
with curious natures. Lift up flaps provide the perfect opportunity to develop prediction and memory skills.
Board book 12 pages 7”x 7” 0-3 years $12.99 US $14.99 Can

What’s Up Crocodile? Sport
9781786280510

What’s Up Fox? Dressing Up
9781786281562

What’s Up Penguin? Art
9781786281548

What’s Up Tiger? Food
9781786281579

Choo! Choo!
9781846437465

Tap! Tap!
9781846437472

Snap! Snap!
9781846437489

Toot! Toot!
9781846437496

In the Jungle!
9781846438660

In the Ocean!
9781846438677

In the Snow!
9781846438653

On the Farm!
9781846438646

City
9781786280817

Emergency
9781786280800

Construction
9781786280831

Farm
9781786280824
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NEW EXPERIENCES

These books
are just right for
toddlers awaiting and
adjusting to the birth of
a new sibling.
– School Library
Journal

New Baby

Illustrated by Rachel Fuller
A new addition to the family is exciting, but the experience can also be worrying and confusing for siblings. Coping with the new situations
and emotions that arise can be very challenging. This series deals with the anticipation of waiting for the new baby, the excitement of the
arrival itself, and the beginnings of the special relationship between siblings. The simple conversational text and lively illustrations are
carefully designed to encourage dialog and to help to prepare a child for the downfalls and delights of having a younger sibling.
9781846432750
Waiting for Baby
9781846432767
My New Baby
9781846432774
You and Me
9781846432781
Look at Me!
14 pages 8 1/4" x 8 1/4” 0-3 years $6.99 US $7.99 Can

First Time Illustrated by Jess Stockham and Jan Lewis
Young children’s lives are full of new experiences and these books help
make them enjoyable and rewarding. The simple conversational text and
lively illustrations are carefully designed to initiate further dialog. Use
these books as a starting point to help your child understand, prepare for,
and enjoy these events, and to share any worries they may have.
		 9781846432798
Baby Sitter
		 9781 84643 3344
Doctor
		 9781846432804
Sleepover 			
		
		 9781 846433351
Dentist
		
		 978184643 2811
Nursery
		 9781846433368
Hospital			
		 978184643 2828
Big Day Out
		 978184643 3375
Vet
		 9781846434914
School
24 pages 8 1/4” x 8 1/4” 2-5 years $6.99 US $7.99 Can
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Each book
addresses an issue
relevant to preschoolers’
lives. The pleasant cartoon art
features uncluttered, brightly
colored scenes.
– School Library Journal

HELPING HANDS

Birkett’s bright, line
and color illustrations
focus on the child and her
contributions, evoking
Aliki in line and mood.
[The narration’s] rapid fire
enthusiasm is appealing.
– Kirkus Reviews

Helping Hands

Illustrated by Georgie Birkett and Jess Stockham
Children love to imitate adult behavior. Helping with real tasks is a natural progression from pretend play, and is a crucial stage in development.
Achieving a shared goal encourages a sense of responsibility. Encourage your child to help out and develop new skills as they share in the fun of more
grown up activities. Simple conversational text and lively illustrations are carefully designed to initiate dialog between reader and child.
9781846432835 Clean It!
9781846432842 Cook It!
9781846432859 Grow It!
9781846434129 Shopping!
9781846434150 Recycling!
9781846432866 Fix it!
24 pages 8 1/4” x 8 1/4” 2-5 years $6.99 US $7.99 Can

ACTIVITY BOOKS
What’s the time, Mr Wolf?*

Annie Kubler
A fabulous interpretation of this evergreen children’s game.
Follow Mr. Wolf and Little Wolf through the hours in their day,
from waking up to the all-important dinner time. Digital and
analog clocks on each page help us learn to tell the time.
9780859539449 What’s the time, Mr Wolf?
24 pages 9 1/4” x 8 1/2” 3-6 years $14.99 US $16.99 Can

Finger
Puppet
Books

See you later, Alligator!*

Annie Kubler
Alligator is always too busy to help Crocodile do the chores. When – and how –
will he learn that there is a time for work and a time for play? A fun introduction
to the idea of helping others.
9781904550051 See you later, Alligator!
24 pages 9 1/4” x 8 1/2” 3-6 years $14.99 US $16.99 Can

The Lion’s Share*

Illustrated by Martha Lightfoot
Lion always wants more than everyone else, and he thinks it’s only fair that he
gets the most! But will he still want the Lion’s share when all the fun is over?
9781846432484 The Lion’s Share
24 pages 9 1/4” x 8 1/2” 3-6 years $14.99 US $16.99 Can

Dinosaur Diner* Annie Kubler
Dinosaur’s unbalanced diet and lack of exercise make for an unhealthy lifestyle,
and leave him with no energy. Will his healthy friend be able to encourage him to
change his ways?
9781846431838
Dinosaur Diner
24 pages 9 1/4” x 8 1/2” 3-6 years $14.99 US $16.99 Can

*Not for children under 3 years
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CLASSIC BOOKS WITH HOLES

Classic Books
with Holes*
Illustrators: Will Bonner, Emma Schmid,
Anne Passchier, Claire Keay
All children love traditional rhymes and singing
along will help to develop number skills.
Bouncy illustrations, innovative die cutting and
popular rhymes make Classic Books with Holes
a must for every child.

Five Enormous Dinosaurs

Hey Diddle Diddle

She’ll Be Coming ‘Round
the Mountain

This Old Man

Features:
• This Old Man and She’ll Be Coming Round the
Mountain: Inclusive illustrations depict diverse
casts of characters throughout the books.
• Hey Diddle Diddle: Die-cut holes reflect the
phases of the moon.
• Hey Diddle Diddle: The original rhyme has
been extended with new verses – this can be
used to teach older children about syllables
and rhyming structures, and can lead to a
poetry-writing exercise.

• Five Enormous Dinosaurs: The final page shows a group of dinosaurs, labeled with the name of each species.
• Five Enormous Dinosaurs: Children can stomp and roar along with the song, making it a perfect group activity!
• Sheet music is provided on the back covers, allowing musicians to accompany the lyrics with the tune.
Series Title

Soft Cover

Board Book

8 x 8 + CD

Soft Cover + CD		

She’ll Be Coming Round the Mountain
This Old Man
Five Enormous Dinosaurs
Hey Diddle Diddle

9781786281418
9781786281760
9781786281777
9781786281784

9781786282163
9781786282170
9781786282187
9781786282194

9781786282323
9781786282330
9781786282347
9781786282354

9781786282286
9781786282293
9781786282309
9781786282316

16 pages 2-6 years

11 1/2" x 11 1/2”

6 1/4” x 6 1/4”

8" x 8"

11 1/2” x 11 1/2”

$8.99 US $9.99 Can

$6.99 US $7.99 Can

$6.99 US $7.99 Can

$10.99 US $12.99 Can

Old Lady Doll and Animals*
Fabulous Old Lady dolls and bean-filled animals to match each book.
Children will love retelling the story using these props.
9780859538367 Old Lady Fly Doll
9780859538411 7 Bean-filled Animals
3 years +
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*Choking hazard. Not suitable for children under 3.

$27.99 US
$16.99 US

$32.99 Can
$19.99 Can

CLASSIC BOOKS WITH HOLES
Bouncy illustrations, innovative die-cutting
and popular rhymes make Books with Holes
a must for every child.
Illustrated by Annie Kubler/Pam Adams/Tina Freeman/Jess Stockham/
Penny Ives/Michael Evans/Dan Crisp/Elke Zinsmeister/Elisa Squillace/
Debra Potter/Kate Edmunds/Sanja Re˘˘
scek/Airlie Anderson/
Nora Hilb/Kelly Caswell/Barbara Nascimbeni/Marina Aizen.

The Ants go Marching
Old Macdonald
The Mulberry Bush
The Wheels on the Bus
Down by the Station
Five Little Ducks
Twinkle, Twinkle
Five Little Men
Down in the Jungle
The Music Man
Cows in the Kitchen
There was an Old Lady
One Elephant
Dry Bones
Itsy Bitsy Spider
Hickory Dickory Dock
Little Miss Muffet
Mary had a Little Lamb
The House That Jack Built
The Farmer in the Dell

soft cover
9781846431050
9780859530538
9780859538855
9780859538879
9780859539425
9780859539357
9780859539418
9781904550303
9781904550327
9781904550341
9781846431067
9780859530187
9781846431074
9781846431081
9781846434983
9781846434990
9781846435003
9781846435010
––
––

board book
9781846431098
9780859536622
––
9780859537971
9780859531405
9780859531412
9780859531429
9781904550587
9781904550617
9781904550600
9781846431104
9780859537278
9781846431111
9781846431128
9781846435096
9781846435102
9781846435119
9781846435126
––
––

big book
9781846432071
9780859536370
––
9780859538954
9780859531238
9780859531245
––
9781846430077
9781846430091
9781846430107
9781846432088
9780859536356
9781846432095
9781846432101
9781846436666
––
9781846436680
9781846436697
––
––

soft cover + CD
9781846432569
9781846432682
9781846432699
9781846432705
9781846432729
9781846432736
9781846432743
9781846431388
9781846431395
9781846431401
9781846432576
9781846432668
9781846432583
9781846432590
9781846436888
9781846436895
9781846436901
9781846436918
––
––

8x8 + CD
9781846436222
9781904550648
––
9781904550662
9781904550686
9781846431371
––
––
9781846436239
––
9781846436253
9781904550624
––
––
9781786280794
––
––
––
9781904550655
9781846436246

16 pages
2-6 years

11 3/8" x 11 3/8"
$8.99 US $9.99 Can

6 1/4" x 6 1/4"
$6.99 US $7.99 Can

17" x 17"
$20.99 US $24.99 Can

11 3/8” x 11 3/8”
$10.99 US $12.99 Can

8”x8”		
$6.99 US $7.99 Can
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FLIP-UP FAIRY TALES

Flip-Up Fai ry Tales
Illustrated by Estelle Corke/Barbara Vagnozzi
Richard Johnson/Jess Stockham/Alison Edgson
Andrea Petrlik/Masumi Furukawa/Lesley Danson
Laura Barella/Simona Sanfilippo/Natalia
Vasquez/Natasha Rimmington/Marta Cabrol/
Annie Kubler
Traditional tales are a well-established and vital
part of all cultures. Retold from the originals,
these lively stories will captivate readers with
their delightful illustrations and fun lift-up flaps,
which really add to the action. Well-known
stories give young readers confidence.
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Goldilocks
Jack and the Beanstalk
Three Little Pigs
Little Red Riding Hood
Three Billy Goats Gruff
Hansel and Gretel
Cinderella
Little Red Hen
Emperor’s New Clothes
Stone Soup
Ugly Duckling
Snow White
Elves and the Shoemaker
Gingerbread Man
Frog Prince
Rapunzel
Sleeping Beauty
Princess and the Pea
Boy Who Cried Wolf
Pied Piper

soft cover
9781904550198
9781904550204
9781904550211
9781904550228
9781904550723
9781904550730
9781904550747
9781904550754
9781846430206
9781846430213
9781846430220
9781846430237
9781846430763
978184643-0787
9781846430770
9781846432491
9781846432521
9781846433269
9781846433689
9781846434808

soft cover + CD
9781846430855
9781846430862
9781846430879
9781846430886
9781846430893
9781846430909
9781846430916
9781846430923
9781846430930
9781846430947
9781846430954
9781846430961
9781846431425
9781846431449
9781846431432
9781846432927
9781846432958
9781846433320
9781846434075
9781846435195

24 pages 8 1/4” x 8 1/4” 3-7 yrs

$8.99 US $10.99 Can

$9.99 US $12.99 Can

STORYSACKS
Storysacks enable parents to contribute in a major way to their children’s literacy and provide a valuable
resource to teachers. A Storysack® is a large cloth bag containing a quality child’s picture book with
supporting materials to stimulate reading activities.
To bring the book to life, soft toys of the main characters, articles relating to items in the story, a non-fiction
item relating to the fiction theme and a game based on the book are included. A guide and prompt suggest
ways of developing listening, reading and writing skills using the contents of the Storysack®.
Our Cat Cuddles Storysack® *
Lizzie and Dominic desperately want a kitten, but they get much more than they bargain
for! The puppets and audio CD in this Storysack® bring the story to life, while the creative
language development cards build on the exciting language used in the story. A non-fiction
game helps to teach children how to care for pets. Many activities involving the use of
rhyming language, adjectives and pet care can be explored using this sack.
822162- 00068-7
Our Cat Cuddles Storysack®
$83.99
The following items can be purchased individually:
822162-00062-5
Pet Corner
822162-00067-0
Lion hand puppet
822162- 00066-3
6 Cat finger puppets
822162-00071-7
Our Cat Cuddles audio CD
822162-00072-4
Creative Language
Development Cards
3 years +

$14.99
$17.99
$19.99
$5.99
$7.99

Old Macdonald Storysack® *
The classic Old Macdonald song is brought to life in this fun-filled Storysack®. Explore a
farm using the novelty non-fiction book and retell the story using the puppets and CD.
Reinforce animal names and counting with a game of Old Macdonald Snap.
978-0-85953- 083-5 Old Macdonald Storysack®
$86.99
The following items may be purchased individually:
822162-00049- 6
Old Macdonald Soft Toy
822162-00048-9
6 finger puppet animals
822162- 00042-7
Old Macdonald Snap
822162- 00083-0
Old Macdonald audio CD
3 years+

$32.99
$26.99
$8.99
$5.99

There was an Old Lady Storysack® *
Irresistible matching Old Lady doll and bean-filled animals will provide hours of fun, retelling
the story and singing along to the CD. Find out more about the animals that the old lady
swallows using the non-fiction books, and reinforce memory skills by playing the game.
822162-00170-7
Old Lady Storysack®
$79.99
The following items may be purchased individually:
978- 0-85953- 836-7 Old Lady Doll
$27.99
978- 0-85953- 841-1 7 bean-filled Animals
$16.99
6196
Grandmother game
$14.99
822162- 00064-9
Old Lady audio CD
$5.99
3 years+

Mrs Honey’s Hat Storysack® *
Reinforce the events in the story and learn the days of the week using the Mrs Honey doll and
hat pieces. The themed sorting and matching game can be played at many different levels,
and a fabulous pop-up non-fiction book provides information about spiders.
822162-00171-4
Mrs Honey’s Hat Storysack® $69.99
The following items may be purchased individually:
978- 0-85953- 824- 4 Mrs Honey doll
$25.99
978- 0-85953- 829- 9 12 Felt Hat pieces
$15.99
822162-00169-1
Mrs Honey’s Hat game
$14.99
3 years+
Cloth bag colors may vary from those pictured.
*Choking hazard. Not suitable for children under 3. Warning label applied.
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Milo and Monty Written and illustrated by Roxana De Rond

Milo and Monty are very different dogs. Monty enjoys hugs and noisy playtimes, but Milo
prefers to avoid people and hide in a cozy, quiet space. One day, during a family reunion, Milo
finds cousin Henry is hiding in his special space. Like Milo, Henry finds hugs uncomfortable,
dislikes loud noises, and has a favorite toy that he takes everywhere. A heartwarming story
about family and the small changes we can make to accommodate the needs of others.
9781786283528 Hard cover 32 pages 10 ½” x 9 ¾” 3-7 years $17.99 US $19.99 Can
9781786283511 Soft cover 32 pages 10 ½” x 9 ¾” 3-7 years $9.99 US $10.99 Can

Up and Down Mom Illustrated by Summer Maçon
“Living with Mom is a bit like a roller coaster ride. At times, she is excited and full of energy, but at
others, she is tired and withdrawn. But she’s always my mom, and we’re sharing the ride.”
For children who grow up in the care of a parent who has bipolar disorder, life can be filled with
anxiety and uncertainty. With the aid of a clear and simple information spread, this story helps us to
understand the causes of bipolar disorder and how we can learn to live with someone who has it.
9781786283405 Hard cover 36 pages 9 ¾” x 9 ¾” 3-7 years $17.99 US $19.99 Can

Grandma Written and illustrated by Jessica Shepherd
Oscar loves Grandma, and their time together is always lots of fun. However, as she becomes
less able to look after herself, she has to go into a nursing home. This touching story, told in
Oscar’s own words, is a positive and practical tale about an experience now encountered
by many children. A factual page about dementia will help readers to talk about their feelings and find new ways to enjoy the changing relationship. Jessica Shepherd’s sensitive first
picture book has grown out of her experience in a variety of caring roles.
9781846436024 Hard cover 32 pages 9 ¾” x 9 ¾” 4-8 years $19.99 US $20.99 Can

Astrid and the Sky Calf Written and illustrated by Rosie Faragher
When a sky calf visits the Hospital for Magical Beasts out of the blue, Dr. Astrid tries to diagnose
the newcomer and apply her usual treatments. But the sky calf doesn’t respond and it isn’t clear
what is wrong. How can Astrid nurse the sky calf back to full health? A sensitive story about how
empathy and compassion can make a real difference.
9781786283542 Hard cover 32 pages 9 ¾” x 10 ½” 3-7 years $19.99 US $20.99 Can
9781786283535 Soft cover 32 pages 9 ¾” x 10 ½” 3-7 years $9.99 US $12.99 Can

Quiet!

Written and illustrated by Kate Alizadeh

Sssh! Listen, what’s that noise? Each room in a house has different noises and in this
book the text and visual clues help a child experience the home through sound, which will
be familiar to those children who are blind or partially sighted.
9781846438875 Hard cover 32 pages 9 ¾” x 9 ¾” 2-7 years $19.99 US $20.99 Can
9781846438882 Soft cover 32 pages 9 ¾” x 9 ¾” 2-7 years $9.99 US $12.99 Can

A New School for Charlie Written and illustrated by Courtney Dicmas

Charlie is excited about his first day at a new school, but when he gets there, he finds it full of cats!
The difference is quite a shock for Charlie, who isn’t sure how to cope. How can he make new
friends? He may find the answer he’s looking for in the library...
9781786283429 Hard cover 32 pages 9 ¾” x 9 ¾” 2-6 years $17.99 US $19.99 Can
9781786283412 Soft cover 32 pages 9 ¾” x 9 ¾” 2-6 years $9.99 US $10.99 Can

The Things

Written and illustrated by Petronela Dostalova
Thing leads a simple life with its friends, Cactus and Moose the Shadow Puppet... until
the day Thing sees Other Thing through the telescope! How will Thing react, and what
will happen when Moose the Shadow Puppet suddenly disappears? A quirky story about
how generosity, understanding and tolerance can lead to true friendship.
9781786281906 Hard cover 32 pages 9 ¾” x 9 ¾” 3-7 years $19.99 US $20.99 Can
9781786281890 Soft cover 32 pages 9 ¾” x 9 ¾” 3-7 years $9.99 US $12.99 Can
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Rabbityness Jo Empson
Rabbit enjoys doing rabbity things, but he also loves un-rabbity things! When Rabbit suddenly
disappears, his friends are desolate.
As it turns out, Rabbit has left behind some very special gifts to help them discover their own
un-rabbity talents! A stunning debut by author/illustrator Jo Empson, Rabbityness celebrates
individuality, encourages the creativity in everyone, and positively introduces children to dealing
with loss of any kind.
9781786284792 Soft cover 32 pages 9 ¾” x 9 ¾” 4-8 years $9.99 US $10.99 Can

The Roller-Coaster Ride

Written and illustrated by David Broadbent

Vincent and Grandma are on their way to the beach. As they get nearer to their destination, his excitement grows as he imagines riding on the roller coaster and other attractions! Will their day out meet his expectations?
9781786285614 Hard cover 32 pages 10 ½” x 9 ¾” 3-7 years $17.99 US $19.99 Can
9781786285607 Soft cover 32 pages 10 ½” x 9 ¾” 3-7 years $9.99 US $10.99 Can

Snow in the Jungle

Ariane Hofmann-Maniyar

When Snow’s mother tells her that they’re going to move to an exciting new place, Snow isn’t
so sure. She likes her home and her friends, and the fun they have together. The journey takes
forever, and their new home is very strange. Everything is different – the weather, the food, the
people and the language. Snow tries to make friends, but everyone seems too busy and preoccupied to care. A charming debut picture book about the anxieties and hardships of moving, with a
heart-warming, positive ending.
9781786285942 Hard cover 32 pages 9 ¾” x 9 ¾” 3-6 years $19.99 US $20.99 Can

FRIENDSHIP
Keith Among the Pigeons

Written and illustrated by Katie Brosnan
Keith is a cat, but he’d rather be a pigeon. He loves to watch them and learn their ways, but
they won’t let him get too close. Will Keith ever make friends with the pigeons and learn how it
feels to be one? Will he ever find out who he really is and feel comfortable just being Keith?
9781786283443 Hard cover 32 pages 9 ¾” x 9 ¾” 3-6 years $17.99 US $19.99 Can
9781786283436 Soft cover 32 pages 9 ¾” x 9 ¾” 3-6 years $9.99 US $10.99 Can

Best Friends, Busy Friends

Written by Susan Rollings, Illustrated by Nichola Cowdery
This read-aloud storybook celebrates all types of friendship - at home, at school, and at play. Friends who
share in the fun of everyday life, and who are there when we need them. With rhyming text, lively illustrations,
and an inclusive collection of diverse characters, this book reminds us how important it is to have friends.
9781786284655 Soft cover 32 pages 9 ¾” x 9 ¾” 3-6 years $8.99
9781786284662 Hard cover 32 pages 9 ¾” x 9 ¾” 3-6 years $17.99

All About Cats

Written and illustrated by Monika Filipina
Cats spend the whole day asleep in a chair. Or do they? This hilarious look at what
felines might get up to when we leave the house is full of humorous and wild possibilities.
You’ll never look at cats in quite the same way again!
9781846439346 Hard cover 32 pages 9 ¾” x 9 ¾” 3 - 7 years $19.99 US $20.99 Can
9781846439339 Soft cover 32 pages 9 ¾” x 9 ¾” 3 - 7 years $9.99 US $12.99 Can
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FRIENDSHIP
Gently, Bentley!

Written and illustrated by Caragh Buxton
A little rhino charges around his house and school. Everyone reminds him to be more careful,
but his clumsiness continues. Will he remember to be gentle when it’s most important?
9781786282033 Hard cover 32 pages 10” x 10” 3–6 years $19.99 US $20.99 Can
9781786282026 Soft cover 32 pages 10” x 10” 3–6 years $9.99 US $12.99 Can

The Very Long Sleep

By Polly Noakes
Fox, Chipmunk, Marmot and Bear are such good friends that they decide to build a forest home and
live in it together. But when winter comes, Chipmunk, Marmot and Little Bear take to their beds. Fox
can’t wake them up at all. Fox is lonely and confused, especially when parcels start to arrive for the
other three animals. What on earth can be in them, and will the three friends ever wake up?
9781786281272 Hard cover 32 pages 10 ½” x 9 ¾” 3-7 years $19.99 US $20.99 Can
9781786281289 Soft cover 32 pages 10 ½” x 9 ¾” 3-7 years $9.99 US $12.99 Can

Momo and Snap are NOT friends!

By Airlie Anderson
When Momo and Snap meet, their competitive nature comes out and each tries to outdo the
other. Can these two adversaries ever become friends? Children will love to imitate the antics
of Momo and Snap. Airlie Anderson shows her talent for clever storytelling in this lighthearted tale, told solely through noises.
9781846436031 Hard cover 32 pages 8 ½” x 11 1/4” 2-6 years $19.99 US $20.99 Can
9781846435980 Soft cover 32 pages 8 ½” x 11 1/4” 2-6 years $9.99 US $12.99 Can

Nipper and the Lunchbox

Written and illustrated by Lucy Dillamore
Nipper is a little dog who loves sleeping, dozing and dreaming, but most of all, he loves his best
friend, Richard. Every morning, as Richard prepares to go to work, he has to ignore Nipper begging
him to stay. One day, Nipper notices that Richard has left his lunchbox behind, and embarks on a
mission to deliver it. En route, he encounters many obstacles that challenge his determination. Will
he reach Richard with his lunch still intact?
9781786281807 Hard cover 32 pages 9 ¾” x 9 ¾” 3-6 years $19.99 US $20.99 Can
9781786281791 Soft cover 32 pages 9 ¾” x 9 ¾” 3-6 years $9.99 US $12.99 Can
Bank Street
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FRIENDS AND FAMILY
Max and Xam

Written and illustrated by Ariane Hofmann-Maniyar

Max and Xam are the very best of friends – until they have a falling out over who is
more popular! Determined to prove the other wrong, their exploits bring new meaning
to the phrase ‘making friends.’ A hilarious and delightfully far-fetched story about the
meaning and value of real friendship.
9781786280879 Hard cover 32 pages 9 ¾” x 9 ¾” 3-7 years $17.99 US $19.99 Can
9781786280862 Soft cover 32 pages 9 ¾” x 9 ¾” 3-7 years $9.99 US $10.99 Can

The Acrobat

Alborozo

The acrobat works in a circus, but nobody notices him. He decides to find a new audience
in the park, but even his very best tricks fail to catch anyone’s attention. Just as the acrobat is about to give up hope altogether, something extraordinary happens to change his
luck. Having spent twenty-five years as a successful and celebrated cartoonist, Alborozo
has now brought his very own brand of wit and charm to the world of children’s books.
9781846436345 Hard cover 32 pages 10 ½” x 9 ¾” 4-8 years $19.99 US $20.99 Can
9781846436338 Soft cover 32 pages 10 ½” x 9 ¾” 4-8 years $9.99 US $12.99 Can
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Circus Girl Written by Jana Novotny Hunter Illustrated by Joaquin Camp
Sky lives, plays and learns in a circus – she even dreams about performing! In this picture book,
the excitement of the circus influences every aspect of Sky’s life. But who’s the star of the show?
9781786282989 Hard cover 32 pages 9 ¾” x 9 ¾” 3-7 years $17.99 US $19.99 Can
9781786282972 Soft cover 32 pages 9 ¾” x 9 ¾” 3-7 years $9.99 US $10.99 Can

I’m NOT a MOUSE!

Written and illustrated by Evgenia Golubeva

The main character in this story is frustrated because every time her mother calls her ‘Mouse’, she
turns into one! How can she get her mom to call her by her real name?
9781786284648 Hard cover 32 pages 9 ¾” x 9 ¾” 3-7 years $17.99 US $19.99 Can
9781786284631 Soft cover 32 pages 9 ¾” x 9 ¾” 3-7 years $9.99 US $10.99 Can

Baking With Dad Written and illustrated by Aurora Cacciapuoti
Today we’re baking with Dad! We have everything we need, including the most important
ingredient – Dad himself! But who are we baking for? And who will do the cleaning up?
9781846437557 Hard cover 32 pages 10 ½” x 9 ¾” 3 - 7 years $19.99 US $20.99 Can
9781846437540 Soft cover 32 pages 10 ½” x 9 ¾” 3 - 7 years $9.99 US $12.99 Can

Mayday Mouse

Written and illustrated by Sebastien Braun

When Captain Mouse sets sail on a bright, sunny day with a birthday present for her brother, little
does she know the sea-going perils she will have to face!
Her cheerful, optimistic nature refuses to be downcast by storms, caves, rocks and shipwrecks.
Resourceful and inventive, she’s able to save the day - with just a little help from her friends!
9781846437595 Hard cover 32 pages 10 ½” x 9 ¾” 3-7 years $19.99 US $20.99 Can
9781846437588 Soft cover 32 pages 10 ½” x 9 ¾” 3-7 years $9.99 US $12.99 Can

FAMILIES
A Bear Hug at Bedtime

Written by Jana Novotny Hunter, Illustrated by Kay Widdowson

A child encounters tigers, lobsters, bears and a menagerie of other creatures throughout
the day … but if you look more closely, there’s something familiar about them! In this
celebration of familial love and imaginative play, members of an extended and diverse family
join in a journey towards bedtime. Inclusive and playful, this is the perfect bedtime read.
9781846439872 Hard cover 32 pages 9 ¾” x 9 ¾” 3-7 years $19.99 US $20.99 Can
9781846439889 Soft cover 32 pages 9 ¾” x 9 ¾” 3-7 years $9.99 US $12.99 Can
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FAMILIES
Henry and Boo!

Written and illustrated by Megan Brewis

Henry isn’t happy when an uninvited guest suddenly interrupts his tea break. And he is less than
thrilled when the little creature decides to stay – along with its annoying habit. With the unwelcome
visitor getting under his feet all day, it’s easy for Henry to miss the signs that a dangerous and hungry
bear has been seen in the area. How can he avoid being the next victim?
9781846439995 Hard cover 32 pages 9 ¾” x 9 ¾” 2-7 years $19.99 US $20.99 Can
9781846439988 Soft cover 32 pages 9 ¾” x 9 ¾” 2-7 years $9.99 US $12.99 Can

My Tail’s Not Tired!
Written by Jana Novotny Hunter, Illustrated by Paula Bowles
How can any little monster possibly go to bed when their tail isn’t even tired? And when
their knees still have plenty of bounce in them? And when their arms still want to fly
like a jet plane? Bedtime is surely a long way off! Luckily, Big Monster has a strategy to
outwit Little Monster, with the inevitable result!
9781846439858 Hard cover 32 pages 9 ¾” x 9 ¾” 3-7 years $19.99 US $20.99 Can
9781846439865 Soft cover 32 pages 9 ¾” x 9 ¾” 3-7 years $9.99 US $12.99 Can

Tilly’s Staycation Gillian Hibbs
Tilly’s friends are all going to exciting places for their vacations, but she is staying at
home. Mom says they’ll have a great time together, but Tilly thinks it’s impossible to
have any vacation fun at home! A trip to the library takes Tilly and her mom on more
exciting adventures than she could ever have dreamed. A testament to the power of
reading and the imagination.
9781846436017 Hard cover 32 pages 9 ¾” x 9 ¾” 4-8 years $19.99 US $20.99 Can

Home and Dry

Written and illustrated by Sarah Smith

The Paddling family love nothing more than living on an island beneath a big black
cloud, surrounded by water. As the seasons change and the water dries up, an
unexpected visitor arrives, but the family is nowhere to be found. Before long, their
visitor is in trouble and the rescue brings a big surprise! Richly illustrated, this story
explores the themes of home, friendship and family.
9781846437564 Soft cover 32 pages 9 ¾” x 9 ¾” 3-7 years $9.99 US $12.99 Can

New Shoes, Red Shoes

Written by Susan Rollings, Illustrated by Becky Baur
It’s time to buy a new pair of shoes. There’s footwear for every occasion, but which ones should
we buy? Driven by a powerful, rhythmic and rhyming text, this book celebrates the excitement of
a shopping trip, and encourages discussion of the many choices available.
9781786284679 Soft cover 32 pages 9 ¾” x 9 ¾” 3-6 years $8.99
9781786284686 Hard cover 32 pages 9 ¾” x 9 ¾” 3-6 years $17.99

Cats Colors

Airlie Anderson

What better thing to do on a gray day than collect some colors? Cat decides to
do just that, but where will she find them? A charming, deceptively simple story
about making the most of the world around us, and giving something back in
return. (maybe say something about a surprise ending?)
9781846437618 32 pages 11 ¼” x 8 ¾” 3-7 years $19.99 US $20.99 Can
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FAMILIES
Covered In Adventures

Written and illustrated by Gillian Hibbs
Sasha’s dads see the stains and scuffs on her old sweater as signs to buy a
new one, but Sasha sees them as a list of adventures! Will her dads be able
to convince her to discard her threadbare top?

9781786283474 Soft cover 32 pages 9 ¾” x 9 ¾” 3-7 years $9.99 US $10.99 Can
9781786283481 Hard cover 32 pages 9 ¾” x 9 ¾” 3-7 years $17.99 US $19.99 Can

Sand between my Toes
Written by Caroline Cross, illustrated by Jenny Duke
A family spends a day at the seaside, enjoying the smells and sensations
that are unique to the coast. Evocative rhyming text immerses the reader in
the experience of visiting a beach. August 15, 2021
9781786283498 Soft cover 32 pages 8 ¾” x 11 ¾” 3-6 years $9.99 US $10.99 Can
781786283504 Hard cover 32 pages 8 ¾” x 11 ¾” 3-6 years $17.99 US $19.99 Can

Big Dance Written and illustrated by Aoife Greenham
As Pippa watches her friends express themselves through their special dance moves,
she wonders if she will ever find the dance in herself. With gentle
encouragement from the others, Pippa discovers that it's all about taking the first step.
A story about the freedom to be yourself and the fun of joining in.
9781786285683 Soft cover 32 pages 9 ¾” x 9 ¾” 3-7 years $9.99 US $10.99 Can
9781786285690 Hard cover 32 pages 9 ¾” x 9 ¾” 3-7 years $17.99 US $19.99 Can

SOCIAL AND EMOTIONAL LEARNING
Beyond the Fence

By Maria Gulemetova

Piggy lives in a large house with Thomas. Thomas knows exactly what Piggy needs.
But a chance meeting with a wild pig changes everything, and Piggy finds out what lies
outside the four walls, beyond the fence. A gentle book about freedom and friendship.
9781846439315 Hard cover 36 pages 11 ½” x 9” 3-7 years $19.99 US $20.99 Can
9781846439308 Soft cover 36 pages 11 ½” x 9” 3-7 years $9.99 US $12.99 Can
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Crunch! Written and illustrated by Carolina Rabei
Crunch the guinea pig loves to eat and spends all his time doing just that! But when an
uninvited guest tries to share in Crunch’s plentiful supply of food, Crunch is challenged to
make a choice about his future. Choosing between something you love and the unknown
is hard. But sometimes the rewards for stepping out and embracing new experiences are
far more worthwhile than you might imagine!
9781846437335 Hard cover 32 pages 10 ½” x 9 ¾” 3-7 years $19.99 US $20.99 Can
9781846437328 Soft cover 32 pages 10 ½” x 9 ¾” 3-7 years $9.99 US $12.99 Can
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SOCIAL AND EMOTIONAL LEARNING
The Big Red Rock

By Jess Stockham

When Bif finds a big red rock blocking his way, he decides it has to go. But how?
Nothing he tries will move it. Bif’s friend Bop knows some monsters who might be able to help.
When none of their ingenious methods work, they all have to decide what to do next – with surprising
results! A simple and comic tale about teamwork and problem solving.
9781786280039 Hard cover 32 pages 9 ¾” x 9 ¾” 3-7 years $19.99 US $20.99 Can
9781786280022 Soft cover 32 pages 9 ¾” x 9 ¾” 3-7 years $9.99 US $12.99 Can

That’s NOT How You Do It!

Ariane Hofmann-Maniyar

Lucy knows how to do everything. She knows how to eat with a spoon and fork, play the xylophone,
paint elephants – and lots more! All her friends ask her for help if they need to know the right way to do
something. When Toshi arrives, Lucy thinks he can’t do anything properly at all. He eats differently, plays
strange music, and he definitely can’t paint elephants. She can barely hide her frustration. And when she
finally tries to teach Toshi the right way to do things, she learns a very important lesson herself.
9781846439292 Hard cover 32 pages 9 ¾” x 9 ¾” 3-7 years $19.99 US $20.99 Can
9781846439285 Soft cover 32 pages 9 ¾” x 9 ¾” 3-7 years $9.99 US $12.99 Can

It’s Not Yours, IT’S MINE! Susanna Moores
Blieka has a present. It’s a lovely red ball, and it’s not for sharing! But what happens when the ball
loses its air? Will help arrive, and will Blieka learn that sharing brings some unexpected benefits?
9781846436000 Hard cover 32 pages 9 ¾” x 9 ¾”, 4-8 years $19.99 US $20.99 Can
9781846435959 Soft cover 32 pages 9 ¾” x 9 ¾”, 4-8 years $9.99 US $12.99 Can

The Jar of Happiness Written and illustrated by Ailsa Burrows
How do you create happiness? In this story, one child finds a way. She mixes the smell of warm
cookies and the seaside with the taste of chocolate ice cream, apple juice and the warmth of
sunshine. She fills the jar and visits her loved ones to share her invention, and cheer them up when
they are feeling low. But, one day, her jar goes missing. She searches everywhere but cannot find it.
As she retraces her footsteps she discovers there are many different ways to share happiness.
9781846437281 Soft cover 32 pages 10 ½” x 9 ¾” 3-7 years $9.99 US $12.99 Can

Bea by the Sea

Written and illustrated by Jo Byatt

Bea loves lions and knows everything there is to know about them. She lives by the beach, but she
doesn’t like sand one little bit! One day, her mother persuades her to visit the beach, where she
meets a sand sculpture of a lion who is afraid of water. Their developing friendship helps each of
them to overcome their anxieties, but the next day the lion has disappeared! How will Bea cope?
9781786284693 Soft cover 32 pages 9 ¾” x 9 ¾” 3-6 years $9.99 US $10.99 Can

Choices

Written and illustrated by Roozeboos

A girl considers her future while she people-watches at her local outdoor pool. Choices, both
insignificant and life-changing, are all around us. Whether we want to make a splash or just
dip our toes into new experiences, there’s always a decision involved. Profound and humorous,
CHOICES encourages readers to value the power behind their thoughts and actions!
9781786285645 Soft cover 32 pages 10 ½” x 9 ¾” 3-7 years $9.99 US $10.99 Can
9781786285652 Hard cover 32 pages 10 ½” x 9 ¾” 3-7 years $17.99 US $19.99 Can

Harold Finds a Voice Written and illustrated by Courtney Dicmas
Harold is an amazing mimic, and can imitate the sound of everything in his home. Tired of
repeating the same old noises, he yearns to find out what other voices there are in the big, wide
world. But what happens when he suddenly realizes that he doesn’t have a voice of his own?
This fantastic debut by author/illustrator Courtney Dicmas recounts Harold’s hilarious tale.
9781846435508 Hard cover 32 pages 9 ¾” x 9 ¾” 3-8 years $19.99 US $20.99 Can
9781846435492 Soft cover 32 pages 9 ¾” x 9 ¾” 3-8 years $9.99 US $12.99 Can
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ENVIRONMENT
Rainforest By Julia Groves
Travel deep into the forest – what elusive and fascinating creatures will you find there?
Delicate, colorful and distinctive, Julia Groves’ illustrations introduce us to the animals
that live in this precious and endangered habitat. Wildlife fans will be thrilled to encounter all kinds of rainforest creatures – from the familiar species to the more obscure.
9781846439360 Hard cover 36 pages 11 ½” x 9” 3-7 years $19.99 US $20.99 Can
9781846439353 Soft cover 36 pages 11 ½” x 9” 3-7 years $9.99 US $12.99 Can

Errol’s Garden Written and illustrated by Gillian Hibbs
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Errol loves gardening, but he doesn’t have a proper garden. Although his home is full of beautiful
plants, he longs for an outdoor space where he can grow things. A chance discovery leads to a
solution, but Errol can’t do everything on his own. Luckily, help is near at hand. A heart-warming
and inclusive tale about how one small boy’s dream of a garden unites a diverse community in a
positive and enriching experience for everyone.
9781786280855 Hard cover 32 pages 10 ¾” x 10” 3 - 6 years $19.99 US $20.99 Can
9781786280848 Soft cover 32 pages 10 ¾” x 10” 3 - 6 years $9.99 US $12.99 Can
Bank Street
Best Books
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2019

King Leonard’s Teddy

Written and illustrated by Phoebe Swan

King Leonard enjoys a decadent lifestyle and whenever something he owns breaks, he
discards it and buys a new replacement. Soon, he has a large pile of discarded objects outside
his castle. One evening, his favorite teddy falls apart and he has no choice but to search the
town for someone who can mend it. Unfortunately, like Leonard, the townspeople are in the
habit of throwing away broken things and no one is able to help. Will Leonard find a way to fix
his friend, or will he have to add his teddy to the heap of trash by the castle?
9781786281845 Hard cover 32 pages 10” x 10” 3–6 years $19.99 US $20.99 Can
9781786281838 Soft cover 32 pages 10” x 10” 3–6 years $9.99 US $12.99 Can

The Boy who lost his Bumble Trudi Esberger
The boy in this debut picture book is fascinated by bees, and is puzzled and saddened when they
disappear one rainy day. What could have caused them to leave, and is there anything he can do to
get his bumble back? Not one of his antics is successful, but things start to look a little brighter with
the arrival of spring. A gentle, quirky introduction to the cycles of nature, with an important
and highly topical message about the value of bees to our world.
9781 846436628 Hard cover 32 pages 9 ¾” x 9 ¾” 3-7 years $19.99 US $20.99 Can
9781846436611 Soft cover 32 pages 9 ¾” x 9 ¾” 3-7 years $9.99 US $12.99 Can

The Great Googly Moogly
Written and illustrated by Courtney Dicmas
Nobody has ever been able to catch the Great Googly Moogly – a giant and terrifying fish of legend. But Stella aims to do just that. Armed with fishing gear and differing baits, she sets out every
day to realize her dream, whatever the weather. But what will she do if she succeeds? Courtney
Dicmas’s latest book features a spirited character determined to achieve her goal, but it also
reflects our responsibilities to other creatures, and our place in the natural world.
9781846436390 Soft cover 32 pages 9 ¾” x 9 ¾” 4-8 years $9.99 US $12.99 Can
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ENVIRONMENT
Bye, Car

Written by Naomi Danis, illustrated by Daniel Rieley

Two children are fascinated by the vehicles that surround them. Big, small, noisy,
quiet, an endless stream passes through the streets each day, and the children wave
them all goodbye. But exciting though they are, many vehicles also have a damaging
impact on the environment. Is there a better way to get around? A greener alternative,
BYE, CAR takes a positive look into the future.
9781786285676 Hard cover 32 pages 10 ½” x 9 ¾” 3-6 years $17.99 US $19.99 Can
9781786285669 Soft cover 32 pages 10 ½” x 9 ¾” 3-6 years $9.99 US $10.99 Can

I See the Sea Written and illustrated by Julia Groves
Above and below the ocean’s surface lives an abundance of exotic and fascinating creatures.
Plunge into an exploration of these depths, with poetic text and beautiful illustrations by
Julia Groves.
Open your eyes wide and peer through the die cut holes into this unique environment to
discover what is living there.
9781786283382 Hard cover 36 pages 9 ¾” x 9 ¾” 3-7 years $17.99 US $19.99 Can
9781786282040 Soft cover 32 pages 9 ¾” x 9 ¾” 3-6 years $9.99 US $10.99 Can

IMAGINATION
Where did you go today? Written and illustrated by Jenny Duke
A visit to the local play area becomes an exciting adventure thanks to the transforming
powers of a child’s imagination. Familiar landscapes turn into exotic and mysterious
worlds to discover and explore.
9781786282019 Hard cover 32 pages 11 5/8” x 9” 3-6 years $19.99 US $20.99 Can
9781786282002 Soft cover 32 pages 11 5/8” x 9” 3-6 years $9.99 US $12.99 Can
Bank Street
Best Books
for Babies
2020

Hide and Seek

Written and illustrated by Polly Noakes

A meadow is the perfect place to play hide and seek - there are bridges to creep under
and masses of wildflowers to use for cover. In grass high enough to conceal a bear, the
protagonist must use all of her senses to track her animal companions! She can smell
them, and hear them, but she can’t quite find them. Can you spot the stealthy wolf on
each spread? Will the girl find her friends, or will the wolf find her first?
9781786281821 Hard cover 32 pages 11” x 10” 3–6 years $19.99 US $20.99 Can
9781786281814 Soft cover 32 pages 11” x 10” 3–6 years $9.99 US $12.99 Can

Never Ever

Bank Street
Best Books
for Babies
2020

Written and Illustrated by Jo Empson

Nothing ever happens to me. Never, ever. Ever, never. Nothing. Never Ever displays Jo Empson’s
inimitable sense of fun, her love of storytelling and surprise, and her delight in the magical world
of the imagination. And it culminates with a HUGE surprise. 'Never Ever’ won’t disappoint.
9781846435522 Hard cover 32 page 8 ½” x 11 1/4” 3-8 years $19.99 US $20.99 Can
9781846435515 Soft cover 32 page 8 ½” x 11 1/4” 3-8 years $9.99 US $12.99 Can
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IMAGINATION

HUFFINGTON POST AWARD

Mr. Moon Wakes Up

Written and illustrated by Jemima Sharpe

Mr. Moon always sleeps. He naps during hide-and-seek, passes out on puzzles and
dozes during adventure stories. But what would happen if Mr. Moon ever woke up?
Would he lead us to hidden, dream-like worlds, filled with fantastic friends and exciting
games? And if he did, would we remember in the morning?
9781846436949 Hard cover 32 pages 11 1/4” x 8 ¾” 3-7 years $19.99 US $20.99 Can
9781846436932 Soft cover 32 pages 11 1/4” x 8 ¾” 3-7 years $9.99 US $12.99 Can

And Then...

Written and illustrated by Alborozo

It’s hard being an older sister when everybody is admiring your brand new baby brother – particularly
on your birthday. Especially when that younger brother is noisy, smelly and slimy – just like a tiny
squid! How can our hero grab everyone’s attention, and grow to love her brother in the process?
9781846436963 Hard cover 32 pages 10 ½” x 9 ¾” 3 - 7 years $19.99 US $20.99 Can
9781846436956 Soft cover 32 pages 10 ½” x 9 ¾” 3 - 7 years $9.99 US $12.99 Can

TALES FROM OTHER CULTURES
The Lost Homework

Written by Richard O’Neill Illustrated by Kirsti Beautyman
When Sonny gets to the end of a very busy family weekend, he is devastated to realize that he
has lost his homework book. Everyone on the Traveler site helps him look, but it is nowhere to
be found. Worried that he will get into trouble at school, Sonny confesses to the teacher, but
has a wonderful surprise when he discovers that he’s done as much work as his classmates.

9781786283467 Hard cover 32 pages 9 ¾” x 10 ½” 3-6 years $19.99 US $20.99 Can
9781786283450 Soft cover 32 pages 9 ¾” x 10 ½” 3-6 years $9.99 US $12.99 Can

Child of St Kilda

Written and illustrated by Beth Waters

Norman John Gillies was one of the last children ever born on the Scottish island of St Kilda,
five years before the whole population was evacuated forever to the British mainland. People
had lived on these islands for over four thousand years, developing a thriving, tightly-knit
society that knew nothing of crime or money, and took care of its weakest members without
hesitation. At the mercy of the seasons and the elements, a unique lifestyle evolved, based
around resilience, mutual trust and caring. What was it like to grow up in such harsh conditions?
Why and how did this ancient way of life suddenly cease in 1930? Where did the islanders go,
and what became of them? And what became of Norman John, child of St Kilda?
9781786281883 Hard cover 64 pages 12” x 9” 4-9 years $19.99 US $22.99 Can

Polonius the Pit Pony

Written by Richard O’Neill, Illustrated by Feronia Parker Thomas
In this new tale by Romani storyteller Richard O’Neill, a pit pony meets a group of horses who pull
caravans for Travelers. Enchanted by their way of life, he escapes from the mine and joins them. Due
to his small size, Polonius struggles to adjust to his new job. He is determined not to let down his new
family. Can he find a use for the skills he learned from his past in the pits? A heart-warming story
about respect and new starts.
9781786281869 Hard cover 32 pages 10 ½” x 9 ¾” 4-9 years $19.99 US $20.99 Can
9781786281852 Soft cover 32 pages 10 ½” x 9 ¾” 4-9 years $9.99 US $12.99 Can
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TALES FROM OTHER CULTURES
Yokki and the Parno Gry
Written by Richard O’Neill and Katharine Quarmby Illustrated by Marieke Nelissen
When a Romani family experiences a run of bad luck, an imaginative boy called
Yokki lifts their spirits with tales of a magical white horse. A traditional Roma family
folk tale which inspires hope and celebrates creativity.
9781846439278 Hard cover 32 pages 10 ½” x 9 ¾” 4-9 years $19.99 US $20.99 Can

Ossiri and the Bala Mengro
Written by Richard O’Neill and Katharine Quarmby Illustrated by Hannah Tolson
A Romani girl creates her own musical instrument from a willow branch and lots of recycled
objects. She plays it enthusiastically, but it sounds terrible! Ignoring warnings not to awaken
the ogre in the hills, Ossiri goes there to practice playing her instrument. Will she wake the
ogre, and will it appreciate her playing?
9781846439254 Hard cover 32 pages 10 ¾” x 9 ¾” 4-9 years $19.99 US $20.99 Can

Sardines of Love

Zuriñe Aguirre

Grandmother Lola hates sardines, but

Grandfather Lolo loves them. He eats them every day! When she runs out of sardines one day, Lola
can’t bear to think of Lolo going hungry. She decides to go fishing – with unexpected results! What
on earth will Lola eat when she discovers that sardines are the only food on offer? And what will
Lolo do when he finds out that his beloved Lola is missing?

9781846437274 Hard cover 36 pages 9 ¾” x 9 ¾” 3-6 years $197.99 US $20.99 Can
9781846437267 Soft cover 36 pages 9 ¾” x 9 ¾” 3-6 years $9.99 US $12.99 Can

The Cherry Thief

Renata Galindo

Chef Armand’s cakes are famous for the delicious red cherries that adorn each one. But
when the cherries start disappearing, he sets a trap to catch the thief, with unexpected
results! What will he do with the culprit, and is there a long-term solution that will make
everyone happy? A charming debut picture book filled with very visual humor.
9781846436529 Hard cover 32 pages 10 ½” x 9 ¾” 4-8 years $19.99 US $20.99 Can
9781846436512 Soft cover 32 pages 10 ½” x 9 ¾” 4-8 years $9.99 US $12.99 Can
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INFORMATION BOOKS
Ocean Deep
Sue Baker and Richard Hatfield,
illustrated by Richard Hatfield
From the sunlit surface to the darkness of the deep,
this book explores the fascinating life forms that exist
in our oceans.
Peer in to the depths of this tunnel effect book and
investigate each zone of the ocean.
9780859539296 Novelty Book $14.99 US $16.99 Can
24 pages 12 panel 10” x 10 7/8” 6-10 years

Our Solar System
By Arthur John L’Hommedieu
Packed with information, this book opens before us like a tunnel through
space, enabling us to make a fascinating tour of the planets in our
solar system. Revised and updated edition of this three-dimensional
information book children to study interesting data about each of the
planets. Larger trim size and additional spread.

9781846435942 Novelty book $14.99 US $16.99 Can
24 pages 12 panel 10” x 10 7/8” 6-10 years

Misunderstood
Arthur John L’Hommedieu/Sue Baker/Richard Hatfield
Unique information books, focusing on lesser-known and often
misunderstood species. Full of amazing facts, the vibrant and
detailed illustrations bring information to 3-D life.
9780859539623
Bats
9780859539609
Spiders
9780859534048
Snakes
16 panels 12" x 8 3/4" 5-10 years $14.99 US $17.99 Can

Metamorphoses
Arthur John L’Hommedieu/Sue Baker/Nikolay Nemzer
All living things change as they grow. Follow the fascinating life cycles
in these beautifully engineered cardboard books.
9781846430121
Egg, Tadpole, Frog
9780859538473
Dragonfly
16 panels 12” x 8 3/4” 4-8 years $14.99 US $17.99 Can
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A

child’s early years are more important than any other.
This is when children learn most about the world around them,
and the language they need to survive and grow. For over forty years,
Child’s Play has put enormous thought and care into creating exactly
the right sort of material for this all-important time.
Respected and loved by parents and educators alike, the Child’s Play
program brings learning, fun and happiness to children from the
very earliest age. It offers a wide and diverse range of formats and
experiences, that will enrich and empower every child’s life.
Child’s Play has a history of creating innovative, award-winning,
inclusive books for children that promote learning through play.
Vibrant illustrations positively portray children of all cultures,
nationalities, genders and abilities, helping children to develop an
understanding of our diverse society. Non-stereotypical traditions
and values are promoted as a matter of course.
For details contact:
Joe Gardner, VP Sales and Marketing, Child’s Play, Inc.
(800) 472-0099 • joe@childsplayusa.com
Customer Service: Child’s Play Inc.
250 Minot Avenue, Auburn, Maine 04210
Tel: (207) 784-7252 • (800) 639-6404
Fax: (207) 784-7358 • (800) 854-6989
Email: laurie@childsplayusa.com
www.childsplayusa.com
Canada:
Thomas Allen & Son Ltd.
195 Allstate Parkway, Markham, ON L3R 4T8
www.thomasallen.ca
orders@t-allen.com
1-800-387-4333 / 1-800-458-5504 (FAX)
SAN #1151762

@ChildsPlayUSA
www.pinterest.com/childsplaybooks

www.facebook.com/childsplaybooks
www.instagram.com/ChildsPlayUSA

Cover illustration from Valentine's Guest House by Sam Sharland

